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This article is concerned with countermeasures and a detection system for U-matic 
VCR tapes suffering from so-called sticky-shed syndrome. Certain tape brands are 
known to release binder deposits and magnetic oxide particles from their surface at an 
accelerated pace. The deposits quickly clog the video heads, constantly seizing the 
playback and the analog-to-digital transfer process. 
 
Binder shedding not only potentially degrades the tape surface. It can also increase tape abrasivity 
leading to intolerably accelerated pace of video head wear. The third practical concern is the significant 
slowing down of the transfer process, as the video heads and cylinder surface need repeated head-
cleaning manoeuvres with each tape. 
 
We were recently commissioned to transfer a batch of U-matic tapes into digital format. The tapes had 
already been rejected by another digitizing service, because they exhibited a strong sticky-shed 
phenomenon. We investigated the problem from three viewpoints: how to stop, or at least minimize 
binder damage (shedding), how to avoid rapid video head clogging, and how to measure the extent of 
tape stickiness before attempting its playback and digital transfer. 
 
A great volume of technical papers have been written and exhaustive studies published on the 
treatment of sticky video tapes. It is understood that some tape binder solutions attract moisture in 



the air more aggressively than binders of other tapes. An elevated relative humidity within the binder, 
particularly at its surface, raises the friction coefficient disproportionately. 
 
When such a tape is run on VCR, the increased friction between video heads and tape surface is 
believed to rapidly raise the binder temperature along the video head trajectory. The temperature 
raise is very local, causing the binder to partially soften, and release binder/oxide deposits that clog the 
heads. Our experiments confirmed that sticky tapes can completely clog a clean pair of video heads 
within few seconds. On the other hand, a tape from the same batch and storage history can be free 
from any signs of stickiness. 
 
Sticky Tape Sensor 
Our first idea was to look for a possibility and method of monitoring tape surfaces for stickiness. This 
way, the ‘sticky status’ – the need for heat treatment of each tape, or its particular segment could be 
assessed – without waiting for an actual head clog to occur. The ‘sticky sensor’ installed in a VCR would 
provide an advance warning of the impending head clog, as well as help to single out sticky tapes, thus 
considerably expediting the transfer process. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. ‘Sticky tape sensor’ inside a VCR provides continuous 
readout of tape binder surface resistance. 
 
By reasoning that the accumulated water content of a binder layer would reduce its nominal surface 
resistance, we installed a resistive sensor into a VCR tape transport mechanism. Having run a number 
of video tapes on the VCR (reserved for tape rewinding only), we established that tapes showing 
tendency to clog video heads indeed register considerably lower surface resistance. So far, we have 
observed the sticky-shed tape syndrome only with the Sony KCS brand. 
 
By recording the range of resistance values from sticky to non-sticky tapes, the critical value at which 
tapes turn into video head clogging mode was also established. This information is important at 
judging just how extensive a dehumidification should be applied to a given tape. Some results of binder 
resistance measurements are plotted in fig. 2. 
 
Fast Binder Heat Treatment 
Most of the available literature and pamphlets on the subject of sticky tape treatment , suggest the use 
of an oven or ‘chamber’ where cassettes are placed in a carefully heat-controlled environment for 
several days to reduce the water content of tape binder layer. 
 



 
 
Fig. 2. U-matic tapes compared in terms of binder resistance. 
An untreated sticky tape (Sony KCS-20) clogs video heads after 
about 18 seconds of playback. After two dehumidification runs 
the head-clogging is completely discontinued. 
 
However, we think the oven treatment has several shortcomings. It may result in an uneven moisture 
removal, or potentially alter the tape’s physical dimensions. In an oven, the air flow cannot be applied 
directly onto tape binder surfaces. A closed cassette shell is likely to cause irregular and asymmetrical 
streams of heated air flow around the tape packs. 
 
Moreover, for the oven treatment to be fast enough as part of the sticky tape transfer work, many 
cassettes need to be treated simultaneously. Such a mass-process may rule out the chance of 
examining individual cassettes for the need of dehumidification. This does not sit well with the 
principle that non-sticky tapes should not be subjected to the oven treatment. 
 
For these reasons, we took a different approach by constructing a tape binder dehumidification 
apparatus into a VCR. It seems that the application of warm air flow, applied directly onto an exposed 
tape surface is controllable (secure), efficient and fast method of dehumidification. 
 
Last but not least important aspect of digital transfer of large batches of tapes, is the prolonged 
processing time of sticky tapes. Using a VCR equipped with sticky sensor and an open-tape binder 
dehumidification system, there is no need to find sticky tapes by waiting for video head glogging. The 
binder humidity status is readily detectable and measurable on tape to tape basis. And when needed, 
the dehumidification can be commenced almost instantly. 
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